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Abstract—Debloating helps to remove unused and potentially vulnerable code from software. While such techniques are becoming more mature and practical, they focus on the features that are unwanted by users, and not on a wealth of functionality that is disallowed by administrative policy. For instance, while an administrator may use a firewall to block certain types of traffic, hosts readily interact with such traffic when the firewall is bypassed (e.g., via an encrypted tunnel). In this paper, we present HALLMONITOR, a tool that helps trim software functionality based on the violations of network policy. HALLMONITOR translates violations expressed in firewall and intrusion detection system rules (specifically, iptables and Snort) into parameters for detecting the implementation of such functions in source code spread amongst clients. We demonstrate the power of this approach first by removing echo functionality from ICMP, showing the ability to remove functions that enable higher-level attacks (e.g., network mapping). We then use network filtering rules to tag 14 out of 16 CVEs in Curl and Nginx (based on ground-truth from patches) to show the efficacy of our approach. In doing so, we demonstrate that network policy can be used to guide the removal not simply of code that users may not want, but instead of features that they are not allowed to use.

I. INTRODUCTION

Commodity software comes packed full of features to best serve a wide set of potential clients, especially with the prominence of work-from-home scenarios. The difficulty with supporting such expansive functionality is not only that it requires additional storage and memory, but that it potentially increases the attack surface of mobile and dynamic networks. These unwanted features have commonly become known as software bloat.

The research community has recently invested significant effort in attempting to debloat software. Debloating looks for features such as dead code [1], [2], [3] or unused functions [4], [5], [6], [7], potentially reducing both the memory footprint and the number of exploitable vulnerabilities in client programs. These techniques have been driven primarily by users, whether through their explicit (and expert) configuration of debloating tools or via measurement of their actions. As such, these efforts generally do not consider the removal of functions that may violate policies within the larger administrative domain. As a trivial example, a domain administrator may enact a network filtering rule to prevent ICMP mapping of their network. However, hosts within that network would still respond to ICMP echo requests sent via a compromised host or unmonitored network tunnel. As such, an administrator may wish to additionally prevent network violations like this (and any other they already describe as filtering rules) at the hosts themselves.

In this paper, we present HALLMONITOR, a tool for removing the administrative domain policy violations from software based on network filtering rules. Specifically, we translate iptables and Snort configurations, which are both widely used by network administrators, into parameters through which HALLMONITOR searches software codebases for such violations. We then use two metrics: semantic intersection, which considers the summation of parameters in the candidate function to determine the likelihood of violation, and inter-analysis which estimate the ease of removal by combining paths through violations and affected variables throughout the paths. After walking through ICMP echo as an example, we then demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in both Curl and Nginx, using code changes in CVEs as indicators of ground-truth.

We note that the problem we tackle is fundamentally different from that of debloating. Whereas debloating focuses on removing features a user does not use or need, our efforts look to tag and remove functions they are not allowed to use. As such, we make the following contributions:

- **Identify violations of network rules in source code:** We develop a method to translate between network filtering rules (i.e., iptables and Snort) and functions in source code that violate those rules/make the endpoint vulnerable. This approach makes policy portable, which is important as users are increasingly operating outside of traditional work environments (e.g., work from home).
- **Develop metrics for measuring the viability of function removal:** After identifying the candidate violations, we perform analysis on the resulting call graph and the control flow graph to evaluate the effect of the violated functions. Therefore, we can demonstrate the removal viability and the correctness of the violations.
- **Demonstrate performance against real-world violations:** We use 16 CVEs for both Curl and Nginx as ground truth (each containing software patch code) for determining how well HALLMONITOR locates violations in mature codebases. In each case, HALLMONITOR finds 7 of 8 vulnerabilities, demonstrating that our approach rapidly and accurately finds violations using tools systems administrators already possess.

It is critical for readers to recognize that network-based mitiga-
Software debloating seeks to remove unnecessary code, whether it is dead code in the sense of unused libraries or if it is dead in a specified user configuration (e.g., debug for an application in production). The secondary focus of these approaches is on reducing the attack surface of an application. Most recent work focuses on removing code that is never used during runtime (e.g., third-party libraries unnecessarily imported [2], [1]), code that would only be used on the process starting (e.g., web servers binding to a socket [9]), and code that does not meet a user-defined set of required functionalities [4]. Other approaches use machine learning to interact with binaries and identify when code can be removed [7]. These methods for removal focus on automatically identifying functions that would not be allowed within the application to motivate the removal of code. We base our approach on enforcing firewall policies on the host through complicated IPSec mechanisms, our approach allows administrators to remove potentially-malicious functionality directly from endpoint.

For identifying code, traditional debloating techniques focus on whitelisting functions and anything not whitelisted (i.e., functionality the user does not use) is considered for removal. We focus on identifying code that violates network policies for removal and thus, fundamentally change the problem. While recent work [5], [11], [4], [12] seeks to either automatically reduce code size or require easier user interaction, we propose HallMonitor to find policy violations in the source code. Primarily, HallMonitor outputs targeted and meaningful violation analysis by employing tools already in use (e.g., firewalls).

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We seek to identify functions that would not be allowed by a network filter and thus are violations of policy that extend the attack surface. To find the lines of code, we take the network filter’s rules and extract semantic meaning (i.e., create search terms from the rules that indicate associated functionality within the source code). We further identify the correctness of the found functions by analyzing the cover of the call graph and using the semantic intersection, $I_{sem}$. An overview of our process can be seen in Figure 2. We will refer to the network filter rules as $R$, generated search parameters as $S$, and the code we are analyzing as $C$. Thus, our goal is to:

1) Generate $S$ from $R$.
2) Use $S$ to find the set of violation functions, $F$, in $C$.
3) Build the call graph, $G$, and control flow graph $CFG$ from $C$.
4) Determine the ease of removal for $F$ by analyzing the number of paths in $G$ and $CFG$.

We present our working definitions and the formal framework of HallMonitor in Section III-A and Section III-B. Next, we show how HallMonitor constructs the callgraph and analyzes the code in Section III-C, Section III-D, and Section III-E. Finally, we go through a detailed example of how HallMonitor operates on icmp.c in Section III-F.
A. Working Definitions

In this section, we define all of the working definitions we use. **Network Filter Rules**: $R$ is a set of rules. Each rule, $r$, blocks functionality within the network. Our primary motivation is that the disallowed functionality directly correlates to features in the application. Thus, $R$ points to redundant features at the application level.

**Arguments**: Each $r$ contains arguments. We define these individual elements as $a$, and they specify the behavior of $r$. Each $a$ provides our framework for generating semantic meaning. They are syntactically denoted by an argument flag (e.g., “p” in iptables is a protocol flag).

**Search Parameters**: $S_r$ is a set of strings. Each $s \in S_r$ is generated from each $r$ in $R$. $S$ contains the semantic meaning of $R$ (i.e., an $r$ that blocks SSH generates semantic meaning that can be referenced in the source code). This semantic meaning is derived from arguments, $a$, in $r$.

**Sensitivity**: Since there are multiple search parameters per rule, not all search parameters in a given rule will trigger during analysis. Thus, we specify a sensitivity parameter, $\sigma \in \mathbb{Z}$, that dictates how many times a function must trigger the search parameters. If a function triggers more than $\sigma$ search parameters, we add this function to $F$. A higher $\sigma$ will result in less output whereas a lower $\sigma$ will result in more output.

**Violations**: $F$ is the set of functions in the application, $C$, we are analyzing that is not allowed by the network. Thus, allowing a violation of network policy. Each $f$ in $F$ is a function and is contained in the call graph of $C$.

**Call Graph**: The call graph, $G$, is the graph of functions that denote call order and function dependency.

**Control Flow Graph**: The control flow graph, $CFG$, represents the paths that a program could be traversed during the execution.

**Entry**: The function that is the root of the call graph, $G$, is the Entry. We define $e$ as the Entry into the call graph.

**Parent Set**: The Parent Set of $f$ is the set of functions that directly call $f$.

**Child**: The function that $f$ directly calls is the Child of $f$.

**parseArgument()**: We pull the semantic information, $s'$, from each argument, $a$, in each rule, $r$. We filter $s'$ into the complete semantic information $s$. For example, if $s'$ is “HTTP”, then to get all of the semantic information out, we would filter $s'$ into $s$ = [“hypertext”, “transfer”, “protocol”].

**lookup()**: $R$ is built over ports and IP addresses. To get semantic meaning from them, we perform a look-up of which protocol is built over the port or what the hostname for the IP address is.

B. Identify Violations

Algorithm 1 outlines the process for generating the search parameters and identifying violations within the code. First, we take in the set of network filter rules, $R$, and begin parsing them into the associated semantic search parameters. For this, we convert the arguments, $a$, in each rule, $r$, to search parameters. Then, if $a$ is an IP address port, we convert $a$ into the name of the port or the hostname using the IANA defined port names [13] (e.g., “p 80” becomes “http”). Next, we perform a depth-first search through each directory and file to analyze the code. We consider each line of code separately, except when a function or condition spans multiple lines. In that case, each line is concatenated and then analyzed. HALLMONITOR then iterates through each rule against that
Algorithm 2 Call graph generation algorithm.

1: procedure CALLGRAPHGEN(F)
2:  CallGraph = []
3:  for each Func in F do
4:      CallGraph = CallGraph.append(Func)
5:      for each Element in CallGraph do
6:         ParentSet = [functions that are calling Element]
7:         CallGraph => ParentSet
8:      end for
9:  for each Element in CallGraph do
10:     ChildSet = [functions that are called by Element]
11:     for Each Child in ChildSet do
12:        ParentsOfChild = [functions that are calling Child]
13:        if ParentsOfChild in CallGraph then
14:           CallGraph = CallGraph.append(Child)
15:        end if
16:     end for
17:  end for
18:  return CallGraph
19: end procedure

line of code, comparing each of the search parameters in each r against the line of code. If there are more than r instances, we then consider this line of code as a candidate for violation.

C. Call Graph Generation

Functions from set F will be deemed as the entry points for building the call graph. However, traditional strategies [14], [9], [12] for building the call graph are started from the beginning (i.e., entry function) of the workflow, whereas the entry functions in set F could locate in the middle of the call graph, meaning the entries could also be referenced by other functions. Thus, we need to start the traversal by searching both directions (i.e., called and referenced functions) starting from functions in F. However, this traversal approach will lead to two issues: (1) the functions that are called by F could be used by functions useful for other modules and we cannot include them in the call graph; (2) the functions calling F could call other functions, which need to be included into the call graph if they are not called by other modules.

Algorithm 2 shows the process to generate the call graph based on the entry functions (F). We use CallGraph to record the functions in our generated call graph and it is initialized with an empty set. Thus, for entry functions, we first insert them to the CallGraph. Then, we need to find out all the functions (ParentSet) that call the entry function. Since the functions in F are only served for the target functionality we want to remove, the functions within ParentSet could be seen as the ad-hoc functions for the target functionality. Therefore, we append the ParentSet to the end of CallGraph and continue the traversal of CallGraph until no functions call the elements within the CallGraph. Then, we start the traversal again to the CallGraph to find out all the functions (Child) that are called by the CallGraph. However, some Child functions are shared and called by other functions. Thus, we cannot include those functions into CallGraph. Therefore, if Child is only called by the functions within CallGraph, it will be appended to the CallGraph. In the end, CallGraph and the functions within it are only correlated with F. Thus, we will perform viability analysis with the generated CallGraph.

D. Viability Assessment

Based on the analysis of network filter rules and source code, we could get the function (viol_function) where the violation happened and the function (trigger_function) that is calling viol_function. The goal of our work is to remove a feature according to the violation and thus we need to demonstrate the viability to achieve such a target. For this reason, we evaluate the viability of cutting by analyzing the semantic context from the source code. Since the removal of a specific function, which could be used by other functions, can lead to the failure of compilation and malfunction of other features, we thus need to know the scope of the affected functions when we want to mitigate based on the viol_function. Furthermore, if we cannot remove a feature by simply trimming some functions, we must perform fine-grained analysis (e.g., manual analysis by an engineer) to the source code and we need to discern the workload for analyzing the source code to indicate the viability of removal. Thus, we propose inter-analysis as a strategy to identify the feasibility of removal.

Inter-analysis evaluates the correlation between the viol_function and other functions in the source code to demonstrate the affected scope when we remove viol_function. We exploit the following metrics to demonstrate the affected scope: Path number and source code coverage ratio. Within the call graph, the path refers to the function dependency throughout the call graph. Therefore, we assume several paths intersect with a function and refer to that function as the cross-point. We set the cross-point to viol_function and search the CallGraph to figure out the path number (i.e., TotalPaths). More paths mean a larger range and thus indicate the difficulty will be higher in this circumstance. Removing a function can only lead to an error in the functions that are calling or indirectly calling the removed function. We define those functions that are directly or indirectly calling the deleted function as upper-functions. Thus, we calculate the ratio (i.e., UpperRatio) of the line number of upper-functions to the line number of the entire source code to illustrate the difficulty of trimming by which the higher code coverage ratio of upper-functions means higher difficulty and lower viability for trimming. In addition, if the path number and the upper-functions code coverage ratio are too high, we cannot remove the feature by simply deleting the viol_function and thus we need to have a fine-grained analysis.

E. Semantic Interception

We propose another metric for analyzing the correctness of HALLMONITOR. The semantic intersection of the function, \( I_{sem} \), is defined for each rule and function. It considers the total number of times within the function definition that the search parameters are triggered for the rule normalized over the number of search parameters. We can see a visual depiction of \( I_{sem} \) in Figure 3. Formally, \( B \) represents the set of strings in the code block of the function definition, \( S_r \) is the set of search parameters, and

\[
I_{sem} = \frac{|S_r \cap B|}{|S_r|},
\]

It is important to note that this metric can be greater than one as a search parameter \( s \in S_r \) can trigger more than one time
Fig. 3: We show $I_{sem}$ as the intersection between the search parameters, $S_r$, and the code block $B$. For example, in the code block of foo. The search parameters $aa$ and $bb$ appear for a total of three times. In the block of code bar, the parameters appear 10 times. Therefore, $I_{sem}$ is taken to be that intersection divided over the number of search parameters ($7$) in this case. For foo, $I_{sem} = 3/7 = 0.42$. For bar, $I_{sem} = 10/7 = 1.42$. Thus, we would be interested in function bar and not function foo.

within the code block. We can think of $I_{sem}$ as the coverage of HALLMONITOR over a violation. If $I_{sem}$ is greater than one, it shows that HALLMONITOR found more instances of the search parameters in the code block than there are search parameters. This indicates a high likelihood of violation.

**F. ICMP Example**

We consider a trivial example of ICMP in the Linux kernel. Network administrators will block incoming and outgoing ICMP messages, as ICMP can allow an attacker to map the internal network. Iptables suffice to block ICMP echo and echo replies. Consider the following iptables rule.

```
iptables -A FORWARD -p icmp --icmp-type 0 -j DROP
```

This rule blocks all incoming and outgoing ICMP echo replies. Any source code functionality filtered by this iptables rule is obsolete. The function, `icmp_reply` provides the functionality of replying to ICMP echo and is a part of the attack surface. Thus, we motivate our work by identifying violations of network policies that the source code allows for. These violations extend the attack vector and should be removed.

**Network Filter Parsing:** For this example, we use iptables. We can see how HALLMONITOR parses the previous iptables rule in Figure 4. We pull out each argument from the rule and generate a group of search terms from each argument. The table name `output` becomes a search term. We add each word in `icmp`, `internet control message protocol`, as well as `icmp` itself. For the type, we perform a lookup according to IANA standards [15] and then clean the parameters (e.g., extend acronyms and remove special characters). The final list of search terms is output, `icmp`, `internet`, `control`, `message`, `protocol`, `echo`, and `reply`.

**Source Code Analysis:** We now analyze the `icmp.c` file from the Linux kernel with all of the generated search parameters.

**Call Graph Generation:** Based on the result from the source code analysis, we could start the generation of call graph from function `icmp_reply` with the method in Section III-C. Then, we perform inter-analysis with `icmp_reply` as the `viol_function` and `icmp_echo` as the `trigger_function`.

**Viability Assessment:** Using the strategies within Section III-D, we calculate the path number and upper-function ratio as 2 and 7.3%, respectively. Thus, we know the viability for cutting, in this case, is `High` since only a small scope of functions in the source code are affected by the `viol_function`. Moreover, within `icmp_echo`, only a very small portion of statements are correlated to the variables used by `icmp_reply`. Therefore, it is also possible to trim the `viol_function` by only analyzing the `trigger_function`.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

We propose the following research questions to guide our experiments:

**RQ1 Security:** Can we use network policies associated with known vulnerabilities to find network violations in source code?

**RQ2 Viability:** How difficult are the violations we identify to remove from the source code? 

\[1\sigma\] is an integer and directly specifies how many search parameters must be triggered to be considered a candidate violation.
Fig. 5: Excerpt from icmp.c to demonstrate how HALLMONITOR analyzes code. We bold our generated search parameters found in this code section.

RQ3 Scope: Does HALLMONITOR reduce the analysis an engineer would have to perform to manage the violations?

To evaluate our results, we propose metrics to evaluate the difficulty, complexity, and correctness of our approach. We then demonstrate HALLMONITOR and the associated metrics in an empirical case study.

Metrics: We will evaluate the violations according to the metrics inter-analysis and $I_{sem}$. Finally, we consider another metric, the total number of functions identified over the total lines of code within the source code.

With $F$ as the set of functions that violate policies and $C$ as the total set of code, we let $U = \frac{|F|}{|C|}$, that HALLMONITOR identifies. For the purpose of scope, we want this metric to be small as this shows that HALLMONITOR is not just outputting the majority of the program as violations. Thus, limiting the amount of work an end-user will need to do. As $|F|$ is dependent on $\sigma$, the sensitivity parameter, we present our results with the context of varying $\sigma$.

Empirical Case Study: We use a case study to show the correctness of HALLMONITOR on larger, mature codebases that provide measures of ground-truth against which HALLMONITOR can be evaluated. Specifically, the exploitation of vulnerabilities represents a violation of network policy, and many CVEs contain lines of code corresponding to vulnerabilities. As such, we consider identifying patched code for CVEs (similar to Ghavamnia et al. [9]) as an unbiased measure for the correctness of our approach. We do not use CVEs or patch notes in HALLMONITOR. We compare the output of HALLMONITOR on a codebase to CVEs for the given codebase.

Nginx [16] and Curl [17] are two networking tools that are customizable and present many attack vectors. We look at eight CVEs for Nginx and Curl. We use patch release notes and associated code modification for both Nginx and Curl. The primary goal is to show that by using search parameters generated from Snort and iptables, we can point to direct functions before patching what the patch modified. We use the set of Snort Community rules [18] and a list of 12 iptables rules that target common functionality. Moreover, after we get the entry functions from previous approaches, we generate a call graph for further analysis. Since Nginx and Curl are written with C language, we use LLVM to generate Intermediate Representation (IR) code (i.e., bytecode) and then link them with link-time optimization (LTO) tool to get an overall bytecode. After that, we generate an overall call graph with LLVM provided tool (i.e., opt) and then perform the methodology in Section III-C to generate the call graph based on the violation function (i.e., entry function). Additionally, we generate CFG of the trigger_function from the bytecode. Therefore, we could deploy inter-analysis and intra-analysis with generated call graph and CFG.

Case Study Results: Of the eight CVEs for both Nginx and Curl, we can identify code modified by the associated patch for seven out of the eight. The results for each CVE can be seen in Table I. Only two of the CVEs associated $I_{sem}$ are lower than 1.0, with the rest over one and three over 10.0. Indicating that semantically, many of the associated functions contained numerous instances of the associated search parameters. It is important to distinguish $I_{sem}$ from the sensitivity, $\sigma$, $I_{sem}$ is a metric that regards the total number of search parameters found throughout the function definition, whereas $\sigma$ only considers line-by-line what the semantic entropy is. The CVEs associated with Nginx were split on sensitivity. Three CVEs were found at a higher sensitivity of three, whereas four were found at a sensitivity of two. For Curl, we can see that of the found CVEs only one required a low sensitivity of 2. The rest we can find at three. To compare these sensitivities, we refer to Figure 6. Iptables output an average of 1.5%, 0.5%, and 0% violations for $\sigma$ equals two, three, and four, respectively. Snort outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>$I_{sem}$</th>
<th>#Path</th>
<th>UpperRatio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-16845</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-7125</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-4430</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>3849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-3556</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-3547</td>
<td>iptables</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-1180</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-3555</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2629</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-22890</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-8177</td>
<td>Curl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-1000000</td>
<td>iptables</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-8624</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-7741</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-8177</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-4802</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-0755</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: This table shows the results for the empirical study from the network filters. We show the different CVEs for which network filters were able to identify associated patch code, and the sensitivity, $\sigma$, required to find them. We are able to identify seven out of eight CVEs for both Nginx and Curl. The next column shows the metrics ($I_{sem}$, #Path, and UpperRatio), for each of the identified vulnerabilities. The metrics give an indication for how possible the removal will be.
Fig. 6: This Figure shows the percent of code HALLMONITOR outputs out of the total size of the source code with the different levels of sensitivity. The split is between the two network filters we used, iptables and Snort. Notice that iptables outputs significantly less at $\sigma = 2$ than Snort rules do. This is due to the available semantic information. For Snort, $\sigma$ at 3 results in the most meaningful output as it has the smallest violation identification while being able to find 9 of the 16 CVEs. For iptables, $\sigma$ at 2 contains the most information.

an average of 15.1%, 3.1%, 0.5% for $\sigma$ equals two, three, and four, respectively. Snort outputs more due to the available semantic information from the arguments, $a$, in each Snort rule.

For Nginx, the average percent violations identified out of the total lines of code, $U$, for sensitivities of two, three, and four are 14.9%, 2.18%, and 0.42%, respectively. For Curl, the sensitivities of two, three, and four resulted in a violation identification of 17.2%, 3.5%, and 0.6%. Overall, a sensitivity of four is too small to trigger any meaningful code related to the patch. At a sensitivity of three, there are enough triggered lines of code to find many of the CVEs. After we analyze the CVEs with our iptables-based and Snort-based approaches, we can use the violin function for viability assessment. We can see the associated viability metrics in Table I. The largest $I_{sem}$ was 27.10 with the largest found being 0.31. For the TotalPaths, we have a significantly large path number for CVE-2016-4450 at 3,840, indicating it is unlikely to have a simple removal for the identified code.

V. DISCUSSION

a) Security: The primary goal of HALLMONITOR is to identify violations in source code. We consider how well HALLMONITOR can identify violations by comparing patch code associated with CVEs for the known systems with the output of HALLMONITOR. Unlike other debloating techniques which seek to remove as much code as possible, we seek to identify targeted lines of code that remove disallowed functionality from the network. Performance measurements such as overall binary reduction and ROP removal do not hold the same meaning for our approach. Similarly, Razor [4] and Chisel [7] compare against CVEs related to Linux kernel commands (e.g., gzip, grep, mkdir, mv). None of these CVEs touch network functionality and thus are out of the scope of our analysis.

Overall, we found the patch code for seven out of the eight CVEs in both Nginx and Curl. Thus, we find violations associated with known vulnerabilities (RQ1). The CVEs we consider relate to read and write, TLS/SSL, buffer overflow, and parsing errors. For example, CVE-2009-3555 is a renegotiation vulnerability in SSL protocol. The violation in question is ngx_http_ssl_verify_callback. The Snort rule that triggered this violation creates an alert when a packet destined for the webserver has an established connection and attempts to overflow a challenge length. HALLMONITOR finds five out of the six functions modified by the patch as violations. Further reflecting the coverage of HALLMONITOR is that for this CVE, $I_{sem}$ is 3.8. Thus, showing that the search parameters that found the function has high coverage over the associated code. This indicates that the identified violations in the source code are closely related to vulnerabilities.

HALLMONITOR cannot identify any violations related to CVE-2012-1180. This CVE is a memory disclosure with a specially crafted backend for Nginx. Since HALLMONITOR does not perform deep packet inspection, we are unable to identify vulnerabilities related to buffer overflow or errors incurred by processing malformed data. For Curl, we are unable to identify CVE-2016-4802, which allows an attacker to execute arbitrary code when Curl is initialized with telnet or SSPI. The violations associated with the patch cannot be detected by HALLMONITOR because the patch modifies initialization functions and library loading. Thus, while HALLMONITOR can target many network-related violations pertaining to vulnerabilities, it is unable to identify vulnerabilities that take advantage of dynamically linked library loading or initialization of the project.

b) Viability: To show the viability of removal, we consider the metrics of inter-analysis for the CVEs we identified violations for. These metrics consider the number of paths going through the violation. The inter-analysis relates how removing the violation will impact the surrounding functions. We see that eight out of the fourteen violations identified for the CVEs have less than 10 paths through them. Thus, they are candidates for quick and easy removal. Of the remaining six, four have less than 50 paths through them, one has 192, and the last has 3,840 paths through it. These violations are less viable than the others. Overall, eight out of the fourteen violations HALLMONITOR identifies are easily removed (RQ2), with the remaining six requiring more complex removal.

c) Scope: Unlike traditional software debloating systems, we do not approach the problem as a total removal. We are concerned about targeted and meaningful output and consider the total code outputted as a good measure of the efficiency and usefulness of HALLMONITOR. By lowering $\sigma$, we can raise and lower our false-positive rate similar to lowering the probability threshold in an Intrusion Detection System. The problem is that by lowering $\sigma$ we increase the total output. If HALLMONITOR outputs 85% of the source code as a violation, this does not indicate or instruct an end-user in any meaningful way. It is of the utmost importance that HALLMONITOR outputs a small percentage of the source code.
By analyzing a constructed callgraph and using points-to analysis, they can trim unused classes and methods from a Java program. Ghavamnia et al. [9] propose an elegant temporal system call specialization approach for reducing the attack surface to servers. They do so by statically analyzing source code and identifying functions not used after server-initialization and thus reducing attack surfaces of web servers. For developing a complete usage profile, Azad et al. showed a reduction in code size and CVEs for web servers by developing a complete usage case [6]. They did this by crawling the webserver, using tutorials from the internet to get usage, and simulating the user interaction with random clicks. As software systems grow in complexity, the end-user may not use all of the features associated with a program. This provides a great opportunity for debloating code and reducing the attack surface. Another approach by Mulliner et al. [1] removed Dynamic Loaded Libraries from the Control Flow Graph. CHISEL [7], CARVE [5], TRIMMER [12], TOSS [22], and RAZOR [4] use varying CFI policies derived using machine learning. They analyze user interaction, tutorials, and configuration to do so.

b) Automatic Patching: The research community seeks to apply automatically generated patches. Keroymitis introduces work that would allow a central authority to automatically update its deployed systems by monitoring exploits discovered via a honeypot [23]. Further work explores the feasibility and usefulness of automatic patches against network worms [24], [25]. Patching software vulnerabilities remains largely a manual task, but recent research suggests that identification of such vulnerabilities remains an open and promising area [26]. Many methods include using patches from other software to inform new systems. Systems such as GenProg and Par use genetic algorithms to generate patches from previously created patches [27], [28]. Qi et al. [29] build on these ideas by measuring the effectiveness of random algorithms. SimFix [30] compares against a set of defined patches with differences in source code to build a candidate patch. Tools like Genesis [31] and Prophet [32], use these previous patches to identify fixes for current vulnerabilities, while Sidiropoulou et al. [33], [34] uses donor software applications to mitigate bugs in code. Another focus is on mitigating the downtime of servers, such as KSplice [35]. Other tools [36], [37], [38] mitigate atomicity and concurrency bugs. Binary and byte-based patching focus on mitigating known software vulnerabilities without source code by using evolutionary algorithms and computation [39], [40]. ClearView [41] observes the execution of the code’s binaries and learns invariants of the program to patch errors in deployed code.

VIII. Conclusion

We present HALLMONITOR, a system that infers source code violations of network policies. Current debloating techniques focus on what the user does not use. We use network policies to identify violations in the source code (i.e., what the user is not allowed to do), and then perform analysis on the targeted associated functionality. We present two metrics that show the viability and correctness of HALLMONITOR. Then, relying on mature codebases, we show HALLMONITOR can identify code associated with 14 out of 16 CVEs for Nginx and Curl. By leveraging this novel perspective, we can efficiently find source code violations.
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